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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction. Mathematicians should pause periodically in 
their own work and peruse the progress in astronomy, biology, chem
istry, economics, engineering, and physics to see if recent advances 
in these fields suggest problems of mathematical interest. One reason 
why the Gibbs Lectureship was founded was, indeed, to facilitate a 
fruitful friendliness between mathematicians and other scientists. 

The subject of control is now very important and promises to be 
so in the future. Much has been written about the control of the air, 
the control of ships, airplanes, balloons, bombs, gliders, robots and 
torpedoes. The regulation of rotation became important in the early 
days of the telescope and steam engine. The related problem of sta
bility is important now for electric motors, marine engines, hydraulic 
turbines and the generating plants for the distribution of gas and 
electricity for there is generally an economical speed of operation. In 
radio telegraphy a certain speed may be needed in order to get a de
sired frequency. 

Controls are necessary in the chemical industries and in mining. 
They are useful in entertainment and were much needed when arc 
lights were used for illumination. Fountains which begin to play auto
matically at sunset are used at exhibitions. Appold's home in London 
had many automatic devices to interest visitors. 

The control of conditions under which observations are made is of 
great importance to the astronomer, the physicist and the aeronauti
cal engineer. The designer of an engine plans to regulate the flow, 
pressure, temperature and composition of his working fluid so that the 
engine will run smoothly and economically. 

The control of combustion may be important not only for economi
cal reasons but also to avoid the production of smoke. On the other 
hand this production may be desirable sometimes when a smoke 
screen is needed. In such a case there should be flexibility of control. 
The subject of control is important also in refrigeration, air condi
tioning and the preparation of food. Great attention is being paid to 
human comfort. We are in an era of air conditioning on a large scale 
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